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A favorite hymn came to mind this week. Some of you may know it: “And have the bright 

immensities received our risen Lord” (tune by G. F. Handel1). It’s not one that we sing too often; 

it’s in the “Jesus Christ our Lord” section of the hymnal, one of the sections that we go to during 

those long, green-vested seasons like that one that just ended. Yet even though it’s not an Advent 

hymn, I got stuck on one of its phrases that refers to Christ as the “Lord of interstellar space and 

Conqueror of time.” Conqueror of time - to me, that’s an Advent phrase. 

 

That’s because the concept of time has been on my mind this week as we head into this new 

church season, this new church year. Time is linear, as we know – and if we didn’t, there’s a 

whole lot of songs out there to remind us: “We can never go back to before”2. “Time “keeps on 

slippin’, slippin’, slippin’ into the future”3. We can’t retrace our steps, we can’t relive our lives, 

we can’t go back and do something differently – the linear nature of time gives us all kinds of 

ways to lament and give thanks, to regret and to celebrate, but never to repeat. No matter how 

hard Jack Benny may have tried, we can’t stay 39 years old forever. Maybe that’s why the idea 

of time travel has captured our imaginations so much: H. G. Wells’ Time Machine, Outlander, 

the long-running British series Doctor Who. How is it we describe our relationship with time?  

We waste it, we spend it, we save it – or at least, we tell ourselves we do. We take it, we give it, 

we lose it, we lose track of it, we keep track of it, we have way too much of it on our hands, we 

never have enough of it… what we can’t do, of course, is to stop it, or “save time in a bottle” –  

days don’t last forever4, life just keeps on going, moving forward into a future we can anticipate 

with dread, or joy, or ambivalence, but one that is coming, nonetheless. We simply cannot mess 

with time. 

 

But I think God messes with time. That’s because God’s time is not our time. The world we 

know and inhabit operates according to chronos – that’s a Greek word for sequential time, time 

that continues to move forward and that cannot be repeated or taken back. It’s the kind of time 

we relate to: today, Sunday, December 2, 2018, will be over forever come midnight tonight.  

But God operates according to a different kind of time, something we often refer to as kairos, 

another Greek word (the Church likes to use Greek words) meaning the critical time, the 

opportune time, the right time. God doesn’t necessarily act when we expect it, or when we want 

God to act, or think God should act. God is not on our continuum, but God acts at the right time.  

And sometimes, to fulfill the Divine purpose, God even interrupts time. So the Church has set up 

a cycle of seasons as a mirror of God’s time, meant to reflect its understanding of the Divine 

purpose so that eventually, one day, we human creatures will not only grasp that purpose, but 

learn to live into its promises. Nowhere does that seem as evident as it does during Advent. 

Advent is: the beginning that starts off with the end; the season of ambiguity, that can’t decide 

whether to celebrate an event that happened long ago or one that has yet to happen in a God-
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knows-when future and rather than choosing, settles on both; and it’s a short, four-week season 

that causes us to realize that far from being only linear, time can in fact be circular, and 

repetitive, and that as unavoidable and permanent as its passage might seem, can still be 

conquered, just not by us. 

 

The beginning that starts off with the end. We being our new church year by observing Jesus,  

standing on the Mount of Olives and regarding the holy city of Jerusalem, and he has some pretty 

strong warnings: distress, confusion, fear, foreboding. “Heaven and earth will pass away….”  

Yes, those definitely sound like end times and last things. But in all of that eschatological 

language, let’s not miss Jesus’ instructions to those who follow him: he doesn’t tell people to 

hide and cower in fear. Instead, he bids them “stand up and raise your heads, because your 

redemption is drawing near.” This is good news – and if we spend our time in pointless 

distractions, if we’re oblivious to God’s present and God’s presence, if we let worry and fear – 

and heaven knows, there’s plenty going on in the world to worry us and make us fearful – but if 

we let those things control our worldview, we won’t be able to see and to receive that good news 

when it comes – we won’t be ready for the new creation God has in store. This week I ran across 

a cartoon of a biblical-looking guy dressed in a plain robe with a rope belt, long hair, beard – 

though the setting was clearly contemporary. He was carrying a sign; but where you might 

expect the sign to read, “Repent! Repent! The world is ending!” this guy’s sign said, “The world 

is not ending. Therefore you must face reality, and learn to cope.” That message is wrong and 

right – the world is, eventually, coming to an end. But Jesus calls us to face that reality, and to 

cope by being prepared for its coming. 

 

The season of ambiguity. So many people who observe Advent (if they do so at all – some 

Christian groups don’t even recognize it) think of it only as the lead-in to the Christmas event:  

the baby Jesus in the manger, the shepherds, the vigilant father/guardian, the gentle mother,  

even a premature visit by the wise men. But Advent calls us to holy waiting (another use of our 

time that those constantly in a hurry do their very best to eliminate). Advent reminds we aren’t 

just waiting for a baby to be born; we are waiting to live into the reality that Jesus presents in this 

morning’s gospel narrative: our redemption is drawing near. It’s always drawing near; we’re in 

what’s called the “last days” not because the end of life as we know it is necessarily imminent 

the way we understand time – though again, there are some pretty sobering, frightening signs 

that might make us wonder about that – but because God has chosen the right, opportune, critical 

time – kairos – to enter our human linear time and set the plan of salvation in motion. And for 

that reason, though we must always, always be alert to signs of the coming reign of God that the 

end times will usher in, we never have to be slaves to the tyranny of time. That’s how God 

messes with time; that’s how Christ has conquered time 

 

So here we are, between two advents – always between two advents in that ongoing and 

seemingly endless “mean time” until the second advent arrives. That’s why the gift of God’s 

right and opportune time, God’s kairos, is so important, and why this Advent season – entered 

into once again - promises us a corrective to the constraints of our own linear time. As the 

Benedictines say, “Always we begin again.” And that is God’s message to us, God’s good news,  

in this Advent season where our linear time and God’s opportune and right time intersect: God, 

too, is waiting; it is never too late, God will always invite us to start over, return, and be 

renewed. 


